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UCF women's basketball team crushes Mercer University, see Sports, p. 12

Future
Expansion continues:
UCF is building a new
computer center
by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer

Officials at the ground
breaking ceremony of the new
computer science building actually got a chance to journey though
the completed structure before a
brick was laid.
A virtual reality tour of
three-dimensional graphics carried the attendees throughout the
building Feb. 6, with stops on all
three floors of the 52,000 squarefoot facility.
The building is located
across Pegasus Circle, opposite
the almost-complete student union
building. The new structure will
house the computer science de-

partment, expanded research laboratories and a state-of-the-art auditorium that will enable two-way
audio, video and data interaction
from each of its 475 seats.
"We have research funds
and contributed lab equipment but
no space to make use of them _.
[without a new building]," said
Dr. Terry J. Frederick, professor
and chairman of the computer science department.
Frederick, who earned his
Ph.D. at the University of Wisconsin, which has one of the
nation's leading computer science
programs, added that "there is a
commitment from [UCF] Presisee BUILDING, page 2

.

photo/UCF

An archite~t's rendering of the $7.6 million, 52,000 square foot computer science building.
Construction is scheduled to be finished in Feb., 1996.

UCF Baseball team nearly defeats 'Canes in tournament
by .TILL HlJFF
Staff writer

KISSIMMEE- The sixth
annual Olive Garden Collegiate
Baseball Classic once again ended
with the UCF Golden Knights making an appearance in the champion-

ship game.
hurling 7 1/3 innings while striking and successful start as a pitcher.
"I was real excited by getting
This year, the Golden Knights out eight batters and allowing only
faced the University of Miami Hur- two runs. The defense came up to go back out; it was a real boost for
ricanes, ranked sixth in the nation. strong behind the junior all day long. · me."
Miami Hurricanes, the home
UCF nearly hung on to defeat the "I was a little nervous in the
Canes, Io.sing 5-4 in a nailbiter.
first when they scored two, but then team for the tournament, scored two
Converted pitcher Rich Isettleddown,"Lawrencesaid. "I'm runs in the first inning. Lawrence.,
Lawrencehadastellarperformance, happy with my performai;ice. It has however, came back tough and
been a while since I got to play a lot; ·Struck out the second batter of the
it felt good to help the team. It was inning to get back on track. After
a team effort, though; I had great that, Miami wouldn't score again
support from my defense, like that until the eighth inning.
UCF's magic inning offenunbelievable diving catch by Tony
sively·
occurred in the fourth with
Marillia."
power
hits by short stop Chad
Lawrence, who played last
Sheffer,
catcher Scott Loubier, left
season as a short stop, had his first

fielder Tony Marillia and an RBI
double by right fielder Adam
Johnson. After scoring three runs
that inning, the Golden Knights went
ahead by one.
UCF scored again in the fifth
when Todd Tocco pushed Rookie
Gageovertheplatemakingthescore,
4-2. After reaching his pitch limit,
Lawrence was pulled and relieved
by Brian Scutero, who allowed two
runs in the eighth inning. With the
game now tied at 4-4, John Foran
relieved Scutero to finish out the
· see BASEBALL, page 2

Explosion rocks fraternity house
by BRADLEY BLOOM
Staff writer

The hottest spot this weekend seemed to be the Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity house, according to some students. An explosion and fire broke out in a Sig Ep
parking lot dumpster around 4:30
a.m. Sunday, Feb. 12.
No one knows exactly how
the fire started; however, police
have determined that it was started
by natural causes. UCF Police
Sergeant Troy Williamson, supervising officer Sunday morning,
said, "It may be caused by too
many beers in the dumpster." He
added, "I got two calls saying there
was a fire in the dumpster. There
is no visible indication of an incendiary device to cause an explosion. It could've been a chemical reaction that blew into flames."

When askedifitlooked like
arson, Williamson said, "There
will be no arson investigator
present, and it doesn't look like it
was caused by an outside source.
I think it [exploded] by natural
means." The Orange County Fire
Department agreed that the fire
was not due to arson.
UCF Police Lieutenant
Michael Zelanes said, "The fire
department found no signs of arson, therefore felt it unnecessary
to call in an arson investigator."
Zelanes added, "It was already
burning for a while and cou"ld' ve
exploded the paint and aerosol
cans inside the dumpster."
About 25 students were in
the parking lot before Orange
County Firefighters put out the
fire.
One of the first people at the
scene was electrical engineering
News

Opinion
Classified
Features
Sports

sophomore and Alpha Tau Omega
member Shawn Acker. He explained that he was sitting on the
patio of the ATO house when he
heard a loud "boom." He said that
he attempted to put out the fire
with two fire extinguishers he was
given, because no one else could
operate them.
"I got in front of the
dumpster and attempted to put out
the fire. A few minutes later the
police came and told us to leave it
alone. The blaze continued until
firefighters arrived and put it out,"
he said.
Most students at the fire suspected it was caused by arson,
before police officials concluded
it was started by natural means.
Acker added, "It could very
well have been a prank, consider-

see FIRE, page 2
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Building will tripple amount of space
for computer science department
BUILDING, from page 1
dent Hitt to make this a signature
place and a point of pride for our
students."
UCF' s computer prqgrarnming team has gained national
recognition several times by winning various regional and international contests. The most recent
was a computer gaming competition held at the University of
Texas. Programming teams from
the nation's leading computer science departments wrote software
to try to demolish each other's
cybersp.ace battleships. UCF's
team came in second pace, after
Stanford University.
Oswald Jacobs, a liberal arts
major, works in the Computer
Center II laboratory. He said that
one of his duties is "to make sure

Golden Knightsgain mental
toughness at OGc·tourney
BASEBALL, from page 1
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LaserGrunge
. The Best In Alternative Music
-~

Friday & Saturday: 9:00 p.m.

AEROSMITH
Friday & Saturday: 1 0:00 p.m.

U2

The Unforgeffable
Laser Show
Friday & Saturday: 11 :00 p.m.

PINK FLOYD
Dark Side
Of The Moon

Friday & Saturday: Midnight

COST FOR ALL SHOWS $6.50
Seating is limited and on a
firts·come, first-served basis.
Prices and shows sulliect to change
without notice.

~~~~

o~t~~~~~

810 E. Rollins Street
Orlando, Florida 32803
407-896-7151
Directions: Take 1-4 to exit 43, I/4 mile East
on left in Loch Haven Park - Free Parking

~~\:.~\
~

no one takes the computers out of
here." He spends most of his time
helping students with basic computer operations and functions .
Jacobs also explained that many of
the services available to students in
the labs are available through their
home computers by modern. Services include a wide variety of software like Word Perfect, as well as
access to the Internet, the international computer network. Computer
accounts are $12 per semester.
The new building will triple
the 10,000 square feet of space that
UCF's computer science program_
now occupies. The building is scheduled to be -completed by February,
1996, and should be occupied by the
beginning of the fal1, 1996 semester. Vacated space will be remolded
and converted to classrooms and
seminar facilities.

inning and the game.
After finally pulling out of a
long eighth inning, UCF rallied in
the ninth with two outs on key hits
by Alex Morales, Todd Tocco and
Chad Sheffer. Unfortunately for the
Golden Knights, the inning ended
when Adam Jonnson 's hit to
Miami's short stop was sloppily
tossed to third to make the third out.
In the bottom of the ninth
Miami received key hits, including
a double by infielder Michael Torti.
Then with the bases loaded, Rudy
Gomez hit a single that scored the
winning run for the 'Canes.
A tough game against a nationally respected team proves that
the Golden Knights have a team
worthy of recognition.
"We played hard and had a
great opportunity to win. Most of
all, we made a statement with this
game," said UCF coach Jay
Bergman.
UCF had two players make
the Olive Garden All-Tournament

Team. Shortstop Chad Sheffer made
exceptional plays in the field and
had key power hits throughout the
series. Right fielder Adam Johnson,
who went 5-for-5 in their game
against the Georgia Bulldogs and
batted consistently through out the
tournament, took the honors as well.
"I'm happy how we played as
a team," Sheffer said. "We showed
everybody we can play with anyone
around the country by playing well
against Miami. But more importantly, we proved to ourselves we
can do it. I think we really put a scare
into UM," he added.
Sophomore Adam Johnson
also feels the team gained a mental
toughness, crucial to winning in a
sport such as baseball.
"It was a personal goal of
mine to make the all-tournament
team, and it was nice to be honored,
but I would have rather won the
gameagainstMiarni. Myrnaingoal
was definitely to win all. We did
prove we can play with anyone. We
may have lost, but we gained a ·lot
mentally," Johnson said.

•
•
•

Fraternity members suspect
arson in weekend explosion
FIRE, from page 1

ing there were a few different parties going on earlier in the night."
He continued, "The part that upset me the most was just the fact
that I was an ATO; the Sig Eps
were not grateful I was there helping. At first they just wanted somebody to put it out, and after everything was over, they were being
hostile and ungrateful because I
wasn't a Sig Ep."
Another Sig Ep affiliate said,
"I think it was a prank by another
fraternity. I know of fraternity
pranks, but this could really hurt
someone."
Sig Eprnember Armando Paz
agreed and claimed, "It was an insecure prank attempted by immature,
ignorant people, and someone
could've gotten seriously hurt."
Some people inside Greek
houses heard the explosion and came
outside to see what caused such a
loud noise.

Phil Brooker, a freshman Sig
Ep member, said, "I was in my
room, and I had no idea what [the
noise] was, and someone yelled,
'Someone blew up the dumpster'."
ATO member Brian
Schwartz said, "I was sleeping,
and I woke up to a loud boom. I
ran out here, and [stuff] was on
fire."
On Monday morning, Sig
Ep spokesperson Doug Works,
who was in Savannah, Ga., over
the weekend, said, "When I returned Sunday, I noticed trash all
over the basketball court. I asked
one of the brothers what happened,
and he told me the dumpster was
on fire and exploded."
Event though police have
ruled out foul play, Works still
believes it could have been a prank
caused by a rival fraternity.
"I also feel that if it was a
prank, then someone should come
forward," he said.

•

.
•

•
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I your camper? Then sell it. Future Classifieds.

I

---------~---.J
Duffy'·s
Subs

- -99¢-SUB-SPllCTACULAR.~suPER GlANJ' SUBS• AMERIGAN COLD CUTS
• MEATBALL
• BOLOGNA&'CHEESE
"~EGG SALAD
"• • 3 TYPE CHEESE COMBO
•BLT

_oM~ponperpe~n_:_wi~pu~has~largednn~xp.4~~5_

We have

10042 University Blvd.
1 mile west of UCF on
the corner of Dean Rd.
University Oaks

s erv1ce
·
679·2448

•

Dr1ve·Thru

Community Bio-Resources, Inc.
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Until Robots
replace humans ...
... your plasma will
alwavs be needed.

-

~DID YOU KNOW?

YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONA TE HELPS:

I• Patients in shock

, Accident Victims

Pwvide intravenous fluids • Provide clotting factors
for hmnophiliacs

for bums, surgery, or

treatments of illness

~

New Reasearch on life
threatening dise~ses

You can earn over $100 per month.
"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"

Call for.infonnation and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, FL 32805
(407) 841-2151

photos/SOLARES

Notice anything different between the two signs at the Collegiate Village, across the
street from UCF? Bassit Yacoub (above), Sahara Cafe's owner, said he is not too
pleased with the sign's error.

take

Kaplan and get

a

higher Score ...

U.S., Britain remember Dresden
bombing from 50 years ago
Reuters

DRESDEN, Germany British, American and German
representatives laid wreaths Monday in a gesture of reconciliation
50 years after Allied bombers devastated the city of Dresden in one
of the heaviest attacks of World
War IL
Official estimates say
35,000 civilians died in the raid
on February 13, 1945 that turned
the famed Baroque center of
Dresden into a roaring furnace,
but left military targets almost
unscathed. Some historians say
tens of thousands more died in the
attack.
The Duke of Kent, representing Britain's Queen Elizabeth,
was among those who laid wreaths
in a silent ceremony without pomp
before a memorial stone at the
woodland Heidefriedhof cemetery. Hundreds of Dresdners
stood close by.
In a simple gesture of solidarity, the top British, American
and German military commanders - Field Marshal Sir Peter
Inge, U.S. Gen. John Shalikashvili
and German Gen. Klaus Naumann

- stepped forward together to lay thrown on a grisly funeral pyre in
the town's Old Market Square to
their wreaths and salute.
German Pres,ident Roman prevent the outbreak of disease.
Herzog told his countrymen that City authorities dismiss death tolls
More students take Kaplan's courses every
not even such an attack could of over 100,000 put forward by
historians such as right-wing Britlessen the Nazis' crimes.
year than any other test prep company's.
"No one present in this ish author David Irvine.
Call us today to find out why.
room intends to indict anyone or
expects anyone to show remorse
1-800-KAP-TEST
or indulge in self-accusation. No . - - - - - - - - - - - one wants to 'offset the atrocities
committed by Germans in the Nazi
The answer to the test question.
state against anything . else," he
said in a speech at the main anniversary commemoration.
The British presented
plans for a symbolic gold cross to
adorn tne dome of Dresden's famous baroque Church of Our
Lady.
The church was once
Dresden's most cherished landAny nurse who just wants a job can
~-- with your level of experience. As
mark. For 50 years it was left a
find one. But if you're a nurs~~~~S;;='f'an Army officer, you'll command the
bombed-out ruin to serve as a reing student who wants to be in
minder of the horrors of war, but
respect you deserve. And with the added
now it is to be rebuilt as the most
command of your own career, consider
benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000
potent symbol of Dresden's own
the Army Nurse Corps, You'll be treated as
signing bonus, housing allowances and 4
rise from the ashes.
Many of the dead were
a competent professional, given your own
weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in comnever identified, incinerated bepatients and responsibilities commensurate
mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY
yond recognition in the firestonn
that engulfed the city center.
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Others were among 7 ,000

KAPLAN

I Oakwood Village on Lake Nan I
I
I
I
Student Special
I
I
I
I
2 & 3 Bdr. Apts.
I

1

I
I

Move-In Now and Save $250.00

I

Bring in this coupon for ADDITIONAL SAVINGS!!! :

Oakwood Village

678-2987

L--------------------

J

Student Bargains

Save more. It's been rented before.
Sleeper & Chair Sets ......... from
5-Pc. Dinette Sets ......... ..... from
3-Pc. Occational Tables ..... from
Full Bed Sets .........·............. from

$199.99
$99.99
$59.99
$59.99

Hurry in to Cort and save 30-70% on pre-leased, brand name
furniture. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these savings.

1920 Semoran Boulevard
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-6pm
Sat. 10am-5pm

Ready To
Reshape your World?
Let Body Wise Help~
Lost 20 Pounds!
"Since starting the Body Wise Reshape System last fall, I've had
tremendous results. I've lost 20 pounds of scale weight and
at least two dress sizes! The best part is the fantastic way I feel.
Thank you Body Wise!
Hillary Philbrick - - UCF Student
11

Reshape Your Future!
The Body Wise Reshape System is designed for weight
management and health enhancement -- all without drugs,
deprivation or denial. Through the dynamic and powerful
Body Wise educational video and nutritional supplements,
you will have the opportunity to learn the.techniques
personal empowerment that focus on restoring and maintaining your body's vitality

of

For Information

Call: 407-282-0686

EYES FOREVER OPTICAL ·
•

"THE PLACE FOR EYES"

• THE CLOSEST FULL SERVICE OPTICAL TO UCF

£1-liMfK,
•ttefK,·
l•l1••••••1r~11tl1ent

•••

Implosion: A Journal of the Bizarre and Eccentric, is now accepting

submissions of shmt fiction, poet1y, mtwork and photography for its
spting 1995 issue. Deadline is Wednesday, March 15, 1995.

ANY COMPLETE GLASSES .
INCLUDING GIORGIO ARMANI &

GUESS

(MINIMUM PURCHASE OF $109)

$25°0 OFF .
FREE TINT ON PLASTIC LENSES
($15.00 VALUE)

COMPLETE EYE EXAM

Content:
1nrnl - the :-.honer. l hc heller.
Submissions must follow the magazine's formal.
All written submissions must be either typetl or on a
which is bizarre and eccentric, different of avant
Macintosh computer disc (include a hard copy).
garde. I accepl horror, fantasy and experimental
Include on each submission:
fiction, among other genres. Thal means no sappy
• Your name (If you wish lo go by a pseudonym,
love poems or stories, no poems contemplating life
include this as well as your name so I know
(everybody contemplates life), no poems or stories
whom to ask for if I call you)
that convey a message or redeeming value like a TV
•Your phone number (this is very important)
sit-com would, no porno and no re-written Friday rhe
•Your mailing address
I 3th or Twilight Zone episodes.
Written submissions will not be returned.

s3900
CONTACT LENS EXAM $50

89 ALAFAYA WOODS BLVD.

359-0937
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
TILL 8 PM THUR. AND FRI.
EXAMS BY INDEPENDENT DOCTORS OF OPTOMETRY

Poems and prose:
There is no word-count maximum, but anything
resembling a novel or novelette will not be considered due to space restrictions. Use your own judge-

Photos, artwork, graphics:
If you want these returned, please include a selfaddresscd envelope with enough stamps to cover the
weight of the materials .
Include name, number and address.

Mail to: IMPLOSION submissions• 12243 University Blvd. •Orlando, FL 32817
Need more info? Call (407) 823-8054

What? You've never read Implosion? For a FREE sample copy, mail $2 to cover postage and handling to
"Implosion - Free Copy," at the above address. Make out checks to: The Central Florida Future, Inc.

.
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No·President Newt; Gingrich: I won't run
Reuters

MARIE1TA, Ga. House Speaker Newt Gingrich
said Monday he will not run for
president in 1996, despite offers
of assistance from supporters who
want to see the outspoken conservative in the White House.
Speaking to reporters after a breakfast meeting with local
business leaders, Gingrich said he
would remain in Congress to oversee passage of the Republican
Party's "Contract with America"
and a planned shift of government
authority from the federal to the
state level.
"You've got a bunch ·of
very fine candidates out there,"
said the 51-year-old Georgia native, who just a month ago became the Republican Party's first
Speaker of the House of Representatives in 40 years.

"People who want to get
involved in the presidential race
ought to get involved. People who
want to help us in Congress pass
the Contract with America and
work on renewing American
civilisation and replacing the welfare state will have to focus on
that," he said. "We'll work on that
for the next year and a half and
we'll let the other folks go and run
for president."
Gingrich said his announcement followed a series of
weekend discussions with wouldbe campaign supporters, including friends from Iowa and New
Hampshire, states where the first
presidential tests will be held.
"Hopefully, in '97, I'll
be Speaker of the House. I've got
to get re-elected b)'.' the district
and I've got to get re-elected by
my colleagues and we have to
keep a majority," he said.

"If we can do those three
things, that's a pretty big job at
this stage of my career."
Gingrich, who helped
mastermind the stunning Republican victory in last November's
midterm elections, said he began
seriously to consider a possible
White House bid last week after
former Vice President Dan Quay le
announced he would not run for
office.
Gingrich said he agreed
with supporters who urged him to
remain in Congress and continue
work on "restoring American civilization" by radically altering the
system of government.

800,000 students in America
graduated without a job in 1993.

DON'T BE A STATISTIC!

"I hardly need to run for
president to get my message out,"
he said, adding that the job of
speaker has proved to be "three
times tougher" than he first imagined it would be.

Study: Smoking, drug
use costly to America

Guarantee your job after graduation. Ask Major Mack ·
about the unique opportunities in AFROTC.
Biology Building Hm 306, 823-1247

Mr. Kabob

Reuters

urban crime and homelessness,
and would just shift the costs from
WASHINGTON -Abuse of Washington to cities and states.
tobacco, drugs and alcohol will
The lion's share of the
eat up nearly one-fifth of the $430 costs, as previous studies have
billion the country will spend.this found, stems from smoking-reyear on Medicaid, Medicare, and lated diseases and disabilities.
other federal health and welfare
Califano, a former secreprograms, a study released Mon- tary of Health, Education and Welday showed.
fare; advocated charging smokers
The Center on Addiction higher premiums for Medicare,
and Substance Abuse at Colum- the federal health plan for people
bia University found that the coun- over age 65.
try would have $77 .6 billion in
The center put an estisubstance-related costs in various mated $11.2 biliion price tag on
health, welfare, veterans' and dis- welfare costs to people who will
ability programs.
not be able tu become self-suffi"If Speaker (Newt) cient without addressing their adGingrich' and President Clinton dictions.
are looking for a way to deal with
While stressing the imthe spiraling costs of entitlement portance, and the economic benwithout cutting benefits, raising efits, of making treatment availtaxes or dumping the problem on · able, he also called for a hard line
the states, then they must face up against people who refuse to avail
to the epidemic of tobacco, alchol themselves of treatment opportuand drug abuse and addiction," nities.
said center president Joseph
Their benefits should be
Califano Jr.
cut off, and young children facing
Congress is now engaged abuse from parents with drug or
in a debate over cutting or re- alcohol problems should be placed
vamping entitlement programs.
in foster care or orphanages,
Califano said merely cut- Califano said.
ting off entitlement spending,
- The center's figures came
without treating underlying sub- from a review of 3,000 articles
stance abuse, would only add to and papers.

News editor
wanted, call
823-8054
and ask for
Dave or Kate
to get a
super job

CAN YOU HEAR
OPPORTUNITY KNOCK1NG?

The best of Greek and Middle Eastern Cuisine

I

12245 University Blvd.
Oralndo, Fl 32817
(407) 282-4442
from UCF, next to the UC7 Cinema
'
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SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER:

:

Buy one diriner entree, get the

:
I
:.

second for half price

L

----------------------------must present coupon. Not good with any other offers.

I

.J

Mr. Kabob's has the best selection of .h ealthy
food in town. All o~r kabobs are charbroiled
to perfection. Most dishes are served with ··
homemade fat-free pita.

r------------., r--------------1 r-------------,
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CARRY Our SPECIAL
One 16'' Large Pizza
w/ one topping

$7.50
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LUNCH SPECIAL
New Baked Ziti
w/ meatball & beverage
AND

3 bread sticks only

L ____________
..J
.

$5.50
L - - - - - - -- - - - - -
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O
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Happy Valentine's

Day ••• you schmuck
Well, the time is here, gentlemen. We have one day
out of the whole year where we actually have to show how
much we care for our better halves.
· In case anyone hasn't noticed, Valentine's Day is
basically an excuse for women to milk us poor male
shmucks for everything we're worth.
"Well, if you really love me, you'll buy me that box of·
candies," -blink-blink-blink.
Actually, dear, it's because that we do love you that we
(as men, of course) won't buy you those candies. Is there
any real doubt as to why flowers are such a popular gift
these days? They're relatively inexpensive (as opposed to
oh, say a diamond ring), they don't contribute to any sort
of weight gain and, best of all, they're everywhere! It
doesn't take more than 15 seconds of thought to buy some
roses and shovel them lovingly over to our partner.
So, basically, all men agree that Valentine's Day is our
once chance to redeem our selves for 364 days of forgetting birthdays, dates, and generally finding new and
inventive ways to make women. upset over nothing in
particular.
On a lighter note, some lucky guy in Albany, New
York got his present early this year. Apparently his
disgruntled girlfriend decided to show him how much she
cares by leaving a live puppy in the man's yard in below
freezing temperatures. Later on, she allegedly threw a
dead cat into his hot tub, left a dead squirrel on his
doorstep and the head of a coyote in his car.Now those are
gifts that really say something. What exactly they say
remains to be seen.
This is just another example of how callous women
can be when it comes go giving something for Valentine's
day. Women are just h~peless romantics. While the poor
guy is out trying to find just that right special something
for his sweetie, she's out killing helpless animals and
scattering them around his house.
While most men might view this as a bad thing,
wouldn't it be better to see just how much work she went
into setting this up? Certainly, catching a cat and a puppy
requires no great skill, but catching a squirrel and hunting
a coyote certainly took quite a bit of effort on her part.
While most people would just say "Oh God, how
could she do that?" men should instead think, "Wow, she
can actually hunt down a coyote!"
This is just another example of why men and women
are different. (That's for those of you who haven't figured
that part out yet)
So, from all of us, to all of you, have a very happy
Valentine's Day!
· Chad Brunner
Opinion editor
Source: The Orlando Sentinel - Feb 13, 1995
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A response to the 'liberal media' ·
Qan Griffin raised a good question in his Feb. 7 column
about the liberal media, and the answer is: The media print and broadcast - are dominated by people whose
ideology lies at the left end of the political spectrum. That's
a fact.
The media are tiased. That's also a fact, and an irrefutable one. They are supposed to be objective and fair, but
like all institutions, they fall short of their ideals. Media
bias is most evident when they deal with conservatives.
I love it w_hen the media expose jackasses like House
Minority Leader Dick Armey and the fools who criticized
the media for catching Armey's bigoted remark. The media
were doing thei!" job, and that's great. Those politicians
deserve to be under scrutiny.
Instead of leaving it at that, Mr. Griffin, you let loose
the rallying cry of the liberal: Oh, those typical, right-wing,
hateful, intolerant conservative Republicans!
·
Obviously, you need to realize that conservatives are
not represented by intolerant, homophobic bigots. I don't
feel that liberals are represented by Communists who
invade other countries and enslave people.
Fair enough? Let's keep our minds open.
Political differences aside, everyone knows that the
media can be irresponsible~ One member of a camera crew
visiting Vietnam had set some thatched huts ablaze for
.footage. When caught, the guilty party said, "Well, it could
have happened."
A few years age, a major news crew rigged a truck to
explode on impact in an attempt to smear the manufacturer.
You get the idea, right? The media can be no better than
the corrupt people they seek to expose. There are times
when the media play the villain, and play the role well.
Toward the end of the column, Griffin writes, "The
media is simply doing their job being a watchdog for the
American people ... " There is plenty of truth to that.
However, most of the media are run by elitists who are
out of touch with the American people regarding crime,

social policies, and (especially) gun ownership. The point
here is that although they'd like to think so, the media are
not always in the public's corner.
Like many readers, I like Griffin's columns, but please
don't il)sult my intelligence by canonizing the liberal
media and excoriating their detractors.
Don't get me wrong. I have a journalism degree, and I
hcpe to re-enter the publication business. I don't think that
the media should be eliminated; they do serve as a watchdog. ·
But we need to ask ourselves: Who watches the watchdog?
Joseph Nadeau
ENGLISH

Students need to stand up
I W,ould like to make a few statements students need to
look at. The first is political and the second deals with
UCF.
Recently, the press has shown our fearless leader, Bill
Clinton, making demands on baseball owners and players.
He appears to be trying to force them to come to tenns. To
me, it seems he is more interested in helping baseball than
say, working towards AIDS research or making plans to
reduce the deficit or feeding hungry children in America.
He seems to have forgotten more important problems and
waste our tax dollars on something much, much less
important. I wish our elected leaders would remember the
term "lassiez-fair" and get their noses out of business.
My next gripe deals with the athletic fee increase. It
appears we now will be forced to pay more for our
education because football has expanded to a higher level.
I feel it is unjust to dump footballs or any other sports
burden on the average student. College is expensive already, but it appears average students don't matter, even
though we are the majority. I ask all of you who feel as I do
to write to a political or school representative and voice
your thoughts to them.

Brian Kmak
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We still encourage letters to the editor. Letters should
be no longer than 300 words and contain the
author's name, major, and signamre. Send letters to
1be Central Florida Future, 12243 University Blvd,
Orlando FL, 32817 or just fax it to 823-9495.
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Nine inch ninnies: Reznor's psychopathic voyage into the land of X
''I want to - you like an animal!" Hrnnun ... interesting
whyishetouringaroundthecountryplayingin 15,000seatareas?
choice of words, Trent Reznor. I know a good psycho
His efforts to remain out of the mainstream music market has
therapist,letmegiveyouhisnumber,callhim.lfyoudon'tgethelp
enhancedhismassappeal.Irealizethatalotofpeopleouttheredo
there, please, get help somewhere!!
like his brand of noise, and it obviously sells. Nothing wrong in
For all you Nine Inch Nails fans out there, the same goes for
trying to make a buck-it's what makes the world go around, and
you. How can you stand this crap that tries to pass for music? Sure,
around, and around. I just have this strange habit of listening to
it's technically competent, but who in their right minds would an album. Make up a persona .. hmmm... how about an angst music that doesn't make my ears bleed. So sue me.
actually spend their money to buy a recording of this so-called ridden, dark, long-haired, vicious psychopath?Icouldthenappeal
Why have people turned and embraced his music? He's just
m~oc~~~~~a~~~be ------------------------------- a~k~~~~as~anbe~j~
it's me. Maybe I just don't understand this stuff. I
inherently attracted to the lurid? Do we all have a
masochisticorsadisticstreak?Someofusmust,if
justdon'tlikethemigraineslgetfromlisteningto
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ey, QIVe me a rum mac 1ne, a QUI r an some
technical equipment and I'll produce an album.
How about a angst-ridden vicious psychopath?

it. MayOO. I doubt it, though.
It seems to me that I would be acting rashly
ifl condemned NIN without giving you some of
my reasoning behind it. Here's a peak into my
brain. First of all, NIN, for all intents and purposes, except when on tour, is Reznor. He is the writer-producer..
technician who does it all, by himself. Does this mean he's a oneman band? Well, not in the sense ofa streetperformerwithadrum,
a harmonica and a guitar strapped to his back. He's more of a one
man technician. Hey, give me a drum machine, a guitar and some
of.the technical equipment that he has access to, and I1l produce

to the growing population of the so-called Generation X. I'll tell
everybody I don't care if they like my "music" or not, sell a million
albums, and hey, rn be living proof that the American capitalist
dream is still alive and swell.
Reznor is just another hair-brained musician who came upon
a gimmick tosep albums. Don't tell me he's not a sell-out. Ifhe isn't,

you enjoy listening to this strident cacophony.
He's the 90's reincarnation, or should I say recycled, version of Alice Cooper. There are so
many bands out there, why waste the limited
resource called time on NIN?
I understand that "art" is subjective. If you enjoy the sonic
discordance of Trent Reznor's creative outlet, .good for you. It's a
free country, or so they say.
If you're more inclined to agree with me... like I care. I don't
give a -- if you read this column. I write to please myst(lf. If you
like what I write ... so what, just send lots of money.

A big happy Valentine's day to all you shiny, happy people out there!

B

ack in the old days, Valen tine' sDay was celebrated by
.the young women putting their names in a box. The
young men would then pull out a name and accept the
young woman as his lady love.
Not much has changed-Valentine's Day is still a woman's
holiday. All the jewelry advertisements during this time of year
focus on men buying women extravagant gifts to prove their love
is eternal. That's not to say that women are all take and no give.
Women give men gifts as well; it's just not recognized that they
do.
If a woman buys a man a gift, she is more thoughtful with her
choice. When choosing a gift, women want the gift to be
absolutely perfect. They want the gift to remind their husbands or
boyfriends ofthem every time they see it. I remember buying a box
of 40 valentines in fourth grade and giving the biggest one to the
cutest boy in my class. I don't know ifhe still remembers, or ifhe
still has it for that matter, but at the time, I wanted to stand out.
One year, my friend Jessica had her money stolen from her
boyfriend's truck right before Valentine's Day, so she made him
a collage of pictures of the two of them as a gift. Women tend to
put more time and energy into planning the perfect gift. Last
Valentine's Day, another friend of mine had put a different color
rose in every one of her boyfriend's classes with a note attached

all the guys out there. Why don't they have a holiday? According
to Brian (the big spender), they do have a holiday: Super Bowl
Sunday. The only difference is, they don't get presents. My cousin
Marcia's boyfriend Alex.is has it really bad: he was born on
Valentine's Day. Imagine spending money on someone elSe on
your own birthday. Of course, you spend it on the one you love,
explaining the meaning behind the color.
but it hardly feels like a birthday when you're concentrating on
Men can be thoughtful, too. My neighbor Tony is not only making someone else feel special.
sending his girlfriend a dozen roses, but al~o a Barbie doll to add
I'm not saying that women don't deserve the presents we
to her collection. Someone else I know (I can't mention any receiveonthisoccasion,noramlsayingthatwedon'tappreciate
names) is making a tape oflove songs in order to capture the heart them. I think it's great if our boyfriends decide to surprise us with
of the girl of his dreams.
these types of gifts. I just don't think it's necessary. I would be
Men can.also be a little extravagant in their gifts. My friend satisfied with a homemade Valentine, because it came from the
Brian once spent $300on his girlfriend for Valentine's Day. Every person I love.
girllovestoreceiveadozenrosesonanyoccasion,andValentine's
So, from npw on, we women should not expect extravagant
Day is the busiest day of the year for florists. Around this time of gifts on Valentine's Day. We should not put so much emphasis on
year, a dozen long stem red roses can cost $60 plus a delivery the material objects that we receive on one day, but on the gift of
charge. Someone that my roommate went to high school with-love that we receive year round. In the end, that's what really
boughthisgirlfriendagiganticteddybear,adozenredroses,abox matters, isn't it? It isn't the roses that wilt a few days later that
of candy, one of those huge balloons with a balloon inside, took matters. And itisn 't the balloons that deflate or the teddy bears that
her out to an expensive restaurant and bought her a gift on top of collect dust that matters either.
all of that. Now, if that isn't extravagant, I don't know what is.
Valentine's Day is all about appreciating the ones we love,
I don't know about you, but I'm starting to feel a little bad for which is something we should do everyday.

Olivia Curnow .

GUEST COLUMJ\T/ST

Will someone tell the real parents to stand up and be recognized?

D

on't you ever wonder who your real parents are?
Anytime I talk withsomeoneaboutthefactthatlam
adopted, this question inevitably comes up. My
reply is always the same. No, my real parents are at home right
now. I just talked to them this morning. I usually get a smile and
this response: "No, I mean you E.EAL parents."
To that I say, if you're talking about my biological parents, the
answer is unequivocally no. My .real parents are the ones I call
Mom and Dad; the ones I spend Thanksgiving and Christmas

Dan Griffin
THE LIBERAL MED/A _contention is that biology takes precedence over all, other
considerations, including Baby Richard's best interests. The
child's adoptive parents appeal this decision to U.S. Supreme

abandonment on that child's face as she was taken away from
the only parents she's ever known. Baby Richard has yet to go
through this horror, but I imagine that we'll see a very similar
scene to Baby Jessica's. How many children have to have their
lives destroyed before our court system starts upholding
adoptions and becoming concerned about the best interests of
the children?
It struck me during the TV interview I saw with Kirchner
just how much he reminded my of Regina

wi~theooesw~arealw~sthere~~Ineed -------------------~~-------~--
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them.
rve always wondered why people who are not .
adopted think that those ofus who are have some
burning obsession or compulsion to find our biological donors. While there are some who do, a
good number to us really could care less. Being a

itingspermatanopportunemoment. It'saboutloveandnurtuting
and raising a child; it's about family, not a biological function.
Sure, I might be interested in knowing my biological donors'
medical history, but anything else about them is largely irrelevant.
Well, that's not entirely true. I suppose I might want to know ifl
was the heir to a vast fortune or business empire, but even ifl was,
it would still not change who my real family is.
I began thinking about all this after I read the story about Baby
Richard. ltseems thatRichard's father, Otakar(Otto) Kirchner, ran
off on the baby's mother when he learned that she was with child.
The mother gave Richard up and he was adopted by an Illinois
couple. When Otto returned to his girlfriend, she informed him
that the child had died during birth. As the couple got closer and
evenrually manied, she admitted to Otto that the child was given
up foc adoption. Kirchner vows to reclaim the child he never knew
about.
Baby Richard's real parents, of course, fight to keep their
child, who is almost4 years old now. The case goes all the way
totheSupremeCourtofillinois, whichrulesinOttoKirchner's
favor in the quickest decision in judicial history. The court's

Court Justice Harry Blackmun, who refuses to overturn it.
Lawyers for the parents are now petitioning Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor to hear their case.
Does this decision make you as nauseated as itdoes me? What
these judges have said, in essence, is that providing sperm at a
critical juncture is more ·important than the love, caring and
nurturing provided by two loving parents during Baby Richard's
four years oflife. They are the only parents that this child has ever
known.
To rip him away from his family will cause psychological
damagethatwillstaywiththischildfortherestofhislife.Butdoes
Otto Kircher care? No way. All he's concerned with is that he
prevailed. Ifhe truly cared for Richard at all, Kirchner would leave
the child with his parents, but he doesn't give a damn about Baby
Richard's well-being. That simple fact in itself should have
compelled the Illinois Supreme Court to rule against Kirchner, but
they don't care about this innocent child either.
This case is almost identical to that oflittleJessica de Boer,
the2-year-old girl who was also ripped away from her family
in the name of biology. I'll never forget the look of horror and

Once discovered, Regina Twigg fought tooth and nail to
claim this child that she never knew. This was done not for
~mberly's sake, but to somehow fill the void in Regina
Twigg's life that was left by Arlena. The result was a child left
horribly confused and scarred. ~mberly Mays made accusations against her father, Robert Mays, that she later recanted.
Her schoolwork went from A's to Fs. She now requires
psychiatric counseling as a result of Regina Twigg's selfishness.
No child should ever have to suffer the traumas faced by
Jessica de Boer and Kimberly Mays, but Otto ~rchner is
going to make little Richard suffer them. No good parent
would ever let their child suffer in that manner. They would do
everything in theirpowerto prevent such a thing from happening. Kirchner could do that for Baby Richard, but he won't. To
people like Kirchner and Regina Twigg, the only thing that
matters is winning, no matter what the cost.
Meanwhile, the very prize they covet is damaged in a
manner that no real parent would ever visit upon a child.
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Classified

SIGN INSTALLER
For downtown Real Estate
company. Must have good
dependable transportation,
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student
flexible schedule. Approximately
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218
10 hours per week, $8 per hr.
First meeting Jan. 10, 1995
Call Mike 422 _1000
"----..;;A..;.;l;;..IW.;.;....;;;e..;.;lc;.;;o..;.;m..;.;e~!----t-------------1
UCF MOO DUK TAE KWON
Wanted: Responsible house/
DO CLUB
cat sitter for downtown Orlando
Co-ed beginners class now formhome for 2 weeks in May,
ing. (No exp. necessary) Mon. &
prefer female, expenses +
Wed., 8-10 PM, in Ed Bldgs Multi
$150, call Mike at 894-7765 or
Purpose Rm (at end of hall, left of
869-2046.
.,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--i
main gym) Call 282-5578 or 3800227, Lv. Msg. ART, SPORT,
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
SELF-DEFENSE
Earn up to $2,000+/mo. World

CLU~INfO

WESLEY FOUNDATION
United Methodist Campus
Ministry
Student Center Room 206,
Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 PM,
SC211, Sunday Dinner Group,
5:00 PM. Weekly Bible Study
opportunities and much more.
Steve Binkley, Director
Call 823-5335 for information.
All Welcome!
GLBSU is helping HABITAT
FOR HUMANITY on Feb. 18th,
Sat., downtown at 8:30. Wanna
hel ? Phone 648-0057

TUTOR/SITTER 2:30-6 PM MF, Pick up 10 yr old after school
help w/hmwork, be there if she
needs you. Responsible, dependable, non-smoker. Need dependable car, references. Howell
Branch/Dodd Rd. area. Call 6793255 eves. until 9.

.__------------t
ACCOUNTING TUTOR
CPA/Former College Instr. Call
Loretta at 256-1140

PAGER - Beeps, vibrates, light,
alarm clock. Only $10. 407- .
time,
834-5400
Sofa, $40 OBO 677-8450

travel. Seasonal & full-time
positions. No exp necessary.
For info. call 1-206-634-0468
ext. C54182

386 DX-40 Computer, 250MG,
4MG RAM, SB w/speaker, erg.
mouse, printer. 11 mo old. $800
bBO 281-7982

Help wanted: Earn up to $500

Sofa-bed & matching love seat
w/ wood/glass top coffee & end
table. $375 OBO 568-1873.after
PM
6

per week assembling products
at home. No experience .. Info
1-504-646-1700 DEPT. FL-307

TYPEWRITER - Programable
memory, office machine,
excellent condition $95 2730297

Earn $280 to $652 weekly. Part- Heyl Buy my washer and dryer ..
Attention Animal Lovers.
time and full- time. Experience
I need to get rid of them. I don't
unnecessary/will train. You're want them anymore. They're
Camous Action for Animals
meets Monday, Feb. 20 at 3 p.m.
paidweekly.Call 1-602-680-7444 ·small and work great. $75 each
in SC 211. For more info. Call
__
E_xt_._10_0_1_c_ _ _ _ _ _--or both for $125. Call Kate now at
Wendy 282-6726.
381-2260.
WANTED ADMIN. ASST.
UCF DIVE CLUB-next meeting 15-20 hrs/wk. Computer and
bookkeeping knowledge. Must be
Mon. Feb. 20, from 5:30-7:30
on financial aid and Co-op
pm, at Kelsey's Pizzeria, across
eligible. Call Kathy 365-5500
from UCF campus near UC?
Theatre. All Welcome. Sign up
for Key's dive trip for Spring
Customer Reps
1982 Silver VW Rabbit,
Break. Call 382-8007 for INFO.
SPRING WORK
Automatic, Power steering, A/C,
$10.05 to start. Local Branch of
runs good, 95K, $1,000 or best
National Corp. now filling 15
offer. Call (407) 273-9318
staff openings. 1O to 30 flex hrs.
We train. 331-9006
1988 Ford Escort LX, rebuilt
Female to share 212, $300/mo
transmission, still quaranteed,
+ 1/2 util, includes pool, tennis,
Dental Rec--Wed. Aft. 3drives like new, P/S, A/C, AM/
laundry and fitness facilities.
7:30PMPM. Goldenrod office/
FM stereo. MUST SELL $2200
671-2417
Call 677-8888
·
or
best offer. 282-9934
1 Rm in 3/2 Hse. $330 includes
SUMMERJOB&COUNS&
all. 5 min. from UCF, W/D,
LORS &STAFF
Pool, Tennis. Sandy 366-9391
AMC Concord '80, 110 K. mi.,
BOYS SPORTS CAMP/MASS.
runs great. 2 Dr., 6 cyl., A/C, P/
Roommate wanted to share 2bd/
TOP SALARY, RM/BO/
S,
P/B, new H20 pump, exhaust
2ba Apt. 5 miles from UCF. $275/
LAUNDRY, TRAVEL ALLOWsystem,
thermostat, hoses and
mo.+ 1/2 util. Deposit neg. Must
ANCE
belts. $700·Jesse at 382-2650.
love dogs. 275-5718
Must have skill in one of the
Toyota Tercel '82. Good cond.
following activities: Archery,
M/F, N/S to share 2bd/2ba
Baseball, Basketball, Drums,
Needs minor repairs.-$600 OBO.
condo. W/D, pool, tennis. Close
Football, Golf, Guitar, Ice
Nikki 381-2646.
to UCF. $300/mo. + 1/3 util +
Hockey, Lacrosse, Lifeguard,
dep. 671-7191
Nature, Nurses, Photography,
M/F needed to share fully
Piano, Pool, Rocketry, furnished 2bd/2 bth. 250/mnth +
Rollerblading, Ropes, Sailing,
utl. Pool + jacuzzi right next door
Scuba, Secretary, Soccer,
282-3262.
Tennis, Track, Video, Waterski,
Windsurfing, Weights, Wood,
Yearbook, Call or write: Camp
N/S male/female roommate
Winadu, 2255 Glades Rd.,
wanted to share 2 bed/2 bath
Suite 406E, Boca Raton, Fl.
apt. W/D/ Must like cats. Bill
33431 (800) 494-6238. Re381-2792.
cruiter will be on campus:
March 2, 10:00 - 4:00 PM, in
room 214 - Student Center.

t------------t
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2bdl2ba Apt. great location, walk
to school, washer/dryer, ceiling
fans, $475 mo. Call 654-1858,
leave message

Appt. Setters - PIT Evenings,
Winter Springs Office - Hourly
Wage plus Bonus 699-9152
Marketing Rep. Degreed.
Expanding computer consulting
firm seeks motivated self-starter
to begin imm. Computer background a plus. Excel salary,
benefits. Send resume to: Elite
Consultants, 976 Fl Central Pky
#112, Longwood 32750 , Attn:
Janeen Cepull

The First Academy, K-12,
seeks experienced Christian
Upper School Head with strong
academic and supervisory skills.
Contract: Lin P. Maffet, Ed. D.
The First Academy 2667 Bruton
Blvd. Orlando, FL 32805
407-425-2020 FAX 648-5254

Writers wanted
Have an interest in writing .•
news, sports,' opinion, or
features? Give us a call at
823-8054.

COMPUTER HELP AVAILABLE
Tutoring, School Assignments,
Programming
No matter what your problem is,
we can help.
Call Computer Help 353-2760
LOSE WEIGHT
Lose up to 30 Lbs in 30 days for
$30
Call Bob 380-2549

i.:....:.....:.:..:__ _ _ _ _ _~--r.------------1

STUDENTS
Over 120 American manufacturers need you to assemble products at home. Circuit boards, jewelry, holiday decorations, etc.

For library research at hours convenient to you. Pay $5.00 hr. Call
382-9212 after 6 p.m.

TUTORING
Math, Chemistry, Statistics
All levels. Oviedo 359-1332

Buy it.
Sell it.
Find it.
Rent it.
Whatever you
want.

Future classifieds
are only $1 a line for
UCF students, faculty and staff.
Ads can be faxed to
823-9495, or call
823-8054 for more
info.

Photographer: Will do commercial or private work. Reasonable
rates. Contact Jeff Hunt. (407)
671-6321.

ROMANTIC FLIGHTS FOR
COUPLES
Evening airplane flights over
Orlando for only
$65 per person
382-2000

FUNDRAISER
Exclusively for fraternities,
soroities; & student organizations. Earn money without
spending a dime. Just 3-5 days
of your time. A little work

February 14, 1995
Word Processing
Specializing in Resumes with
cover letters. FAST
679-4836
WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service since
1986 for all your student needs.
IBM and laser equip. Sameday
service avail. Call 277-9600
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50
678-6735
DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
Typing
Term Papers-ResumesManuscripts
Desktop Publishing
Spreadsheets
Charts-Data Organization
Laser print. IBM/Apple equip.
Competitive rates. SW Orange
City.
Contact EMSl-DP Services
876-0080
A+ Typing & Word Processing
Laser print. Profess)onal results!
Same day turn-around available!
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123
WORD PROCESSING
by I.A. Broudy & Associates
CAN'T MEET DEADLINE?
Call for personalized and fast
service
Tel: (407) 382-8704 FAX 3823674

Hey Reflecting Pond guy.
Today is the day for love. I hope
you remember to meet me at
the Reflecting Pond at noon. I
still promise it'll be worth your
while. I'll be wearing pink lace
undies and a red flower, and if
you meet me there, I promise
you'll get to see both.
Beth L.- Have fun at the bar
exam! Remember - no
smoking allowed! Ha!

SPRING BREAK CRUISE!!
Depart Tampa, March 11 for 6
- nights, Montego Bay, Grand
Cayman, Key West, $469 pp.,
plus tax (407) 773-3801

PARTYING BECOMING A
PROBLEM?
There is a solution. The
Breaking the Chain Group of
Alcoholics Anonymous meets
every Wed. at noon, UCF
Student Center, Rm. 211

TYPl6T6
PURRFECT WORDS
Quality typing and
wordprocessing at reasonable
prices. Located less than a mile
from campus. Pick up and
delivery. Term papers, resumes,
reports, etc. Next day service
available. Call Jeanine for all
your typing needs. 365-4218

Thankyou for everything Honey. I
love you. "Happy Valentines"
Pooh Bear.
KW- For one so fair my heart
does long, whose light outshines
the morning sun. Once again,
your beauty stuns. The heart is
willing. but the tongue is tied.
Could you forgive one, for being
so shy? DEQ
Men are monkeys. You're no
different out-of-bounds boy ... or
maybe you are .. should I listen to
what they all say or judge for
myself? G.M.
Hey Romeo.- I want you so
bad, I think I am going to die if
you won't be my hunka-hunka
burning love tonight.. .. J.H.
To all the sexy girls out there,
hell the ugly one's too. I love you,
from the International Player.
To my wife, I love you and I want
to see you naked tonight. C.B.
To Cynthia-I love you more
than all the bunnies in the world.
M.H. Mi Amore. R.W.

RESUMES & WORD PROCESSING 384-9719

Word processing, proofreading
and editing. Dissertations,
Theses or other reports. Call
Kathy at 365-2620 or Larry at
281-7822

Attention all SWF's-Happy
Valentine's Day. Anyone in
search of a handsome writer for a
Valentine love connection, call
Brady at (904) 985-2930. No
dogs and max. cap. of 130 lbs.
ULLA-la-la. Hope you feel
better. Best wishes, from the
staff. I kinda screwed this
section up a little, didn't I? K.J.
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11 I can say is wow. great. They listen to all types of
When one contem music and can reproduce it at will.
plates the events at "Fromjazzto blues tooldr&btonew
...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , : ' , , · aWeenshow,you'dthinkhowthese r&b to classic rock; you name it, it's
on Ween's album.
I
1;· two idiots, who seem to depend on
~· tape machines, are going to make
Thedividingpointintheshow
1: ;.: fools of themselves as live musiwas the half hour version of
cians.
"V aholio," An operatic kind of song
ACROSS
2
3
4
6
7
10 11
12 13
, :.::
I've seen many a concert in that had Gene reaching for the sky
1 Bell struck with
:· ,; my day, and these guys can play. bellowing "Vaholio !" This half an
16
14
a mallet
: ;~:-Although Ween may be heavy on hour tune gave each member of the
5 Gives medicine
: :::. production in the studios, the live band about ten minutes of rest, and
19
17
to
: ) shows are pure bliss. Picking up a allowed them to have a few swigs of
:· 10 Damage
20
23
; :::. live drummer and the bassist from
what Gene refers to as "Jeaq Daniels"
··.14 Poet Khayyam
~
::: RollinsBand,DeanandGeneWeen in a French vernacular. After the
·=: 15 Silly
: 16 Border lake
; '.!: haveputtogetheraformidablelittle show, Dean stated in conversation,
: 17 Opera star
: :·: endeavor. Not only did they follow - "We really start to hit our stride
~; 18 Within the law
: :;: the Gener and the Deaner, they lead about two hours into the show."
. 19 Not as much
35
:· ::: just as much. Combing the humor, Somehow I feel "Jeaq" has a little to
·,'.20 Grass-covered_
: ::: satire and musical talent, the shed at with that ---; not that Ween was
39
...
plain
· ~:. the Edge became a virtual frenzy of stumbling around drunk, just a little
·=:'.22 Surpasses
/. entertainment.
lessinhibited, whichcouldbeagood
43
:;:24 Shade trees
':;:
Last Wednesday, local
t26 Semester
47
-~:, talentTabitha'sSecretopened
:::.;27 Taken for
"!.'.i the coldest show I, Tabitha's
.
granted
~:, SecretorWeenhadeverbeen
:·:· 31 Farm machine
~:: to. They played a great set, but
:·:· 35 Feel sick
, I'.; I was a little curious as to why
:::· 36 Military students 62
~ i'.~ they were on the bill.
65
;. 38 Floor block
'.· ~:
Tabitha's is a straight68
,.: 39 Punish a child
66
:' ::~ out pop outfit. The irony is ,
:;; 41 Collection of
·: ;:;.~ Ween's practical niche in the
:·:
anecdotes
69
11
::· 42 Twists
: ~·~ industryismakefunofpeople
:: 43 Pierre's head
©1995 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
i : : who take their music too seri'.'.: 44 Deer feature
All Rights Reserved.
: ~:: ously. So why have a Count:·'. 46 Asian holiday
'. :.=[ ing Crows-ish band to wann
:. :. 47 Builds
7 Seasoning
ANSWERS
: '.~; up?Aesthe!icsaside, Tabitha's
49 Instructional
8 Vote into law
! '.·; Secretplayedagoodset. The
meetings
9 Vendors
: ( larger venue allowed them
51 Token of
10 Assistant
; ;:: more room to operate within, and thing, I suppose.
·:.=
affection
11 God of war
; ::: seeminglythemusictranscendedto
Perhaps the highlight of the
'··' 53 Faction
12 Come to the top
: ::; that space, creating the most depth show came during their latest single
:-.: 54 Mare's mate
13 Untidy state
: ~;: l'veheardinTabitha'ssound.Lead "Voodoo Lady," when a girl hopped
:..: 58 More tidy
21 Courage
: '.;~ singer Rob Thomas tried to appeal on stage floating around kissing Dean
: ~: 62 Scarlett's home 23 Anger
tothecrowd,buttemperaturesinthe and Gene. She was also joined by
:~·: 63 Sound in sleep 25 Car style
~ ::: low 50's kept a barrier that even another star of the show that was not
:~ 65 Wander
27 Glue
·: '.:~ beercouldn'tbreakdown. Seeming on the bill. Earlier in the show, a Chris
'.:·: 66 The Red
28 More mature
..
67 Business mogul 29 Make jubilant
~ :'.~ alittledefeated(ormaybejustfreez- Comellimpersonatorjumpedonstage
~; 68 Cheese type
30 Small
:· ::; ing) Tabitha's Secret left the stage offering a joint to Gene. (He turned it
down in case you were wondering.)
~; 69 Manner
depressions
~ ;;'. with little ado.
;:: 70 Perfume
32 Columbus' ship
. :::
Weenenteredthestage,much Where else can you get this kind of
,,; 71 Scream
33 Church official
:- like everyone in the building, cold. entertainment for 10 bucks?
r
34 Takes a
: :; Whatwedidn'tknowwastbatWeen
While I'm on the subject of
;:~ DOWN
breather
i ~: wouldbeuponthestageforthenext people jumping on stage, kudos to the
1 Zeus. Qdrn etc . 37 Narratives
;:· threeandahalfhours.No,thatisnot Edge security. The staff, who is rival
~) 2 Leave out
40 Piece of 1ewelry
i ~;·: a typo. Threeandahalfhours. They to the KGB, lightened up at the show,
:~ 3 Church section 42 Altar girl
: i;; started with a ditty from their latest choosing not to violently drag those
~i 4 "The - of
44 Gives a hand to
'.:. :;; release, Chocolate and Cheese. The drunk, kicking, screaming,misbehav~.· ,~;.1 .
Wrath..
45 Noted
54 Stop
59 Raced
songiscalled"AIDS,"andconsists ers out of the club. They did the pasi
5 Puzzling
48 Sesame plant
55 Starchy root
60 Wicked
i: ;:) of
the
lyrics sive thing, just hung and watched
~
situation
50 Adiacent
56 Very dry
61 Lively dance
i. t "AIDS ...HIV... AIDS ...HIV."
them pass out Hopefully. this trend
m
6 Small bill
52 Kind of boom
57 Short letter
64 Tried for office
"f
~
~ fu
The first hour and a half was will continue.
~•
i~ {ju basically the concert you'd expect.
The sad thing is that there are
not
words
to describe a Ween show or
~.,~.!.;.
~~ Dean and Gene played the favorites
':§:"
:'. M
from
their
four
releases.
Awe
struck
album.
forthatmatter.
There is no way
·.•
~;_:
~ ri onsomeofthesesongsduetoDean's to pull togetherall theaspectsofWeen' s
i f masterful playing of the blues. show and convey them in any me'*
~ Shocking that the man who can dium. I've been to two Ween shows,
~
., '
~l
! ~; write ''Push the Little Daisies" can and both were incredible. Buy Clwcot
~ ::·j hold his own in the realm of blues. late and Cheese or any of Ween's
i;.;~; ~,~ : :=:~<: :~l i~ ~·: : .: .;: <~., ~=: :.:;:.;:=:=:;: : : : .:;: ~= :s~:;~=-.:·.-<: ·: :· ,.=:~·.=: ·.:.:·.=:;:..:::.:=;:.==:::.=:.,·::.,·....=·::.=,.,,,:.. =:,..:.:.:.<,:..:::.:: ·-"'"'·'=~=·-= :.=: ... ::=::·::.=::.:::....:.::·.:.:.=.=::..=.::·..::.::=::·.::::·:: -:>·;: :·: =<:.:=.=.~..: .:.: :.: ·:~:=: :=<: ·: : ·:;, ,.~ =: ·..;_,.~,,f~ This is one of the reasons Ween is so releases, and discover it for yourself.
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C)omething to iill your ~llelly,,
by JIM MARTIN
Staff writer

King is the long-awaited second endeavor from Sire recording artist Belly.
With the release of their debut, Star, in
1991 , they earned both a huge fan base and
a gold album. These newly-earned fans and
critics acknowledged the artistic relevance
of Star by nominating it for two Grammy' s,
setting the stage for their sophomore effort,
King . Although it is an alternate view into
the artistic style of the members of the
band, it far exceeds the valor of their first
album.
Though King contains the same beautiful guitar texture and angelic vocals of
Tonya Donnely as Star , the upbeat pop
style is absent from thi·s new album. The
album exhibits the band's maturity with its
complex guitar effects, which allow the
sound to have at times, a sweet violin effect, and at other times, a harder emotional
role.
Belly is made up of ex-Throwing
Muses guitarist/vocalist Tonya Donnely
with fellow Muse, Tom Gorman, on lead
guitar and backing vocals. Donnely' s beautifully celestial voice cquld calm the most
revelled of natures. While Gorman ' s guitar
gives an instrumental accompaniment that
eventuates every emotion and thought relayed by the songs.
Belly's bassist Gail Greenwood, (a
vibrant character if you attend any ofBelly' s
live shows) fills the background with provocative and expressive bass lines that

would inspire any
bass guitar to take
on a life of its own.
Gorman's
brother, Chris, is
the flair that keeps
the catchy, yet often times somber,
beat on the drums.
The first release off King,
titled
"Now
They'll Sleep,"
was written by
Tonya Donnely
and Tom Gorman.
It opens with soft
guitar riffs that
morph into a
catchy beat, guaranteeing its popularity. Ironically
though, it contains
dark guitar chords
that express true
meaning, which is
the resulting soliBelly's chillin' after their newest release on Sire Records, King
tude of -an indivictual who is shunned from society.
ability to make the transition into a_some- and shuffling beats.
Two standouts on the album, "Pu- what acoustic style that is a surprisingly
berty" and "Superconnected," are the only successful. "Red" allows Belly to jump
Belly's second album allows their
two songs that Greenwood co-wrote with from slow somber beats, to a fast jumpy fans to see a different side of the band that
Donnely. These songs compliment each chorus. Belly demonstrates a classic dra- was not apparent on Star. King has its own
other, juxt8:posing the airy vocals with hard matic style with their song "Untitled and dark mood with a melody that will reindeep bass lines.
Unsung." Remnants from Star pop up on force Belly's role as an influential and
· "Silverfish" is the song that exempli- the title song "King," which mixes the thrilling band with an even brighter future.
fies Donnely's vocal range and the band's classic Belly formula of high guitar riffs King hits stores today.
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UCF Women are set for the TAAC
Tournament as Coley stays hot

Resumes

from SPUI', page 12

•

•

The reason we won is because we
came together and played as a
team," Perla Campbe1l said.
On Feb. 11, the Golden
Knights fell short in their game
against Georgia-State University,
71-63.
"We should have won. We
were the better team," Campbell
said aboutthe Georgia game. "We
weren't all on the same page."
Coley scored 19 poincs in
the losing cause, and Henderson

Golden Knights appear to be
in top form early in the season
from OUYE, page 12

.,

finished with 12 points. Stephanie
Finley added 10 points to the offensive effort.
We Wan I To Pul Our Tolenls To Work for You [
With only five games left
first impressions are lasting impressions ..• We use our Marketing,
on the schedule, the Golden
Communication, and Advertising talents to help you be your best
Knights are using these final
on paper so you get the cham:e to be your best in person!
game~ to prepare for the TAAC
Call ToJ~ f OP Afree Quole:
tournament.
We Write All T11pes Of Resumes:
The ~arner Group
"We are going to play each
Student
Professional
(407) 332-0953
game as though it was a tournaCareer Change
mem game," Campbell said. "We
wanL -to develop the intensity and ,_---------~
drive that we need to carry us into
the tournament and hopefully help
us win."

struck out seven and walked -only
one through six innings Saturday
afternoon.
"I didn't have it, but the
team picked me up by -scoripg
runs," Veniard said~
UCF downed the Tarheels
11-5 behind offensive outbursts
from Chad Sheffer and Scott
Loubier. Sheffer was 3-for-5 wfrh

DO YOU

Catcher Scott Loubier had
four runs batted in and two runs
scored.
"I'm just seeing the ball a
lot oetter," Loubier said. "It's
easier to hit when the whole team
is hitting behind you."
Overall in the tournament,
UCF- made quite a statement. If
these are the top teams in the country in college baseball, then the
Golden Knights certainly deserve
to be_amon them.

SUFFER
FROM

-

•

(COLLEGE CRASH SYNDROME)
Has burning the midnight oil zapped your
GAS to the college marketplace, it's become
energy? Are you pooped out from all that
quite the rage among students everywhere. But
studying? Have all those great week, don't just take our word for it. Take one
ends started catching up with you?
~-.._,~"'\~'$»>
or two pills for yourself and you'll
Are all the extra curriculars of college
quickly see why so many students are
life draining your tank? Do you feel
becoming Gas Fanatics.
like you' re always running out of
So for an energy buzz you won't
gas?
forget... UP YOUR GAS today! Find
Well then dudes... ifs time to
out why some gas can actually be
' UP YOUR GAS®! You read it right.
good for you.
UP YOUR GAS. It's the zany, new
UPYOURGASisavailableatGNC,
energy pill with the outrageous and
Nature Food Centers, Payless Drugs,
unforgettable name. Gas is perfect
Osco Drugs, Sav-On Drugs and
·for the midday droops, the classAlbertson's, as well as many other
room slumps, athletic events, late
pharmacies and health food stores.
night studying or just about anytime
If not available in your area, call
you need to rev your engine.
1-800-537-7671. (30's for $9.95; 60's for
Since introducing UP YOUR
$14.95.)
-

AMERICA'S NUMBER -':I.ED ENERGY PRODUCT!

photo/SOLARES

UCF coach Jay Bergman was in the umpire's face all day.

We're looking for opinion columnists. Write for us.
823-8054:

~ -

SKIN~H
CENTER

Special Services Available

Facials I Mini Eacials
4 Layer Masque
Light Chemica+ Peels
Glycolic Acid Facials
Acne Treatments
Discoloration - brown spots
Sun Damage
Pre~ Post Operative
Ethnic Skin Care
Hair Removal

(407) 830-5051
1 Block East of the Altamonte Mall
Altamonte Medical Center, 106 Boston Avenue

THE FAMOUS Fil~AY NITE ...

CHILL
OUTt
\N~uJ~~
WIN GREAT PRIZES!
7:30pm • 12 Midnight!

~ ~~~s~~n~al i~:~8 \I&

TO PUBLIC SKATING SESSIONS WITH 1PAID ADMISSION

l/

HS--

094

Limit one p~r coupo~. Skate rental not included.

~i

Y•._
. Not good dunng special events. EXPIRES 5/26/1995. 'f1

Orlando's Newest
Entertainment Sensation ...

~Th-e~~A~F-~~~S
~norts
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UCF dOminates OGC -- until they meet the Hurricanes

Once again, the NBA's AllStar weekend did not fail to excite
and entertain fans a11 across the
country. Florida teams were well
represented in this year's event held
outin Phoenix. TheOrlandoMagic
sentShaquilleO'Nea1andAnfernee
Hardaway as· All-Star representativesandsentNickAndersonforthe
three-pointcontest.Andersonstarted
out hot, hitting 4 of his first 5 shots,
but then went cold, missing 9 of his
last 10. Anderson's first appearance
was not a tota1 loss, as he did manage to avoid finishing last, talcing
the sixth place spot
The Miami Heat did not send
anyone to the All-Star game itself
but came up with a clean sweep in
the Long Distance Shootout and
Slam Dunk contests. The Heat's
Glenn Rice outgunned Reggie
Miller for the long distance title, and
Heat guard Harold Miner beat last
year' sdefendingSlamDunk.Champion, Isaiah Rider.
The All-Star game itself was
like a lot of past All-Star
contests ... sloppy. The Magic's
ShaquilleO'Nea1 led the East squad
in scoring. It was adream come true
forShaq asheentertainedthecrowd
with coast-to-coast driving dunks
and lay-ups. O'Nea1 even tried his
hand at a three-pointer but came up
with nothing but air.
Elsewhere in the NBA last
week, Houston Rockets' guard
Vernon Maxwell was handed one
ofthe most severe penalties in sports
history. TheleaguesuspendedMaxwell for ten games without pay as
well as fining him $20,000 for go- .
ing up into the stands and hitting a
fan.
After a struggle earlier this
season with Chris Webber and a
bout with pneumonia causing him
to miss seven games, Golden State
Warriors' coach Don Nelson might
be totally out of luck. Unnamed
sources are ref>orting that Nelson's
departure as coach of the Warriors
is a done deal.
In some NH, news, the NH,
combine got underway last week.
The combine features a battery of
tests, both physical and psychological. The tests are designed to determine a young player's possible
worth in the Na.
A new city and now a new
coach. Reports are saying that Oregon Ducks' head coach Rich
Brooks will replace Chuck Knox as
head coach ofthe former Los Angeles Rams, now the St Louis Rams.
The President gave up, and
now congress is going to give a
whack at trying to end this ugly
baseball strike. An end could be
near if congress can partially repeal
the owner's antitrust exemption.
The UCFrnen's basketball
team was crushed last week by
FIU, the last place team in the
TAAC. The Golden Knights did
manage to bounce back and pick
up a win Saturday over the Centenary Gents, 82-77. The Knights
are now 8-14 overall and 5-8 in
theTAAC.

innings.
UCF' s final game ·in the pool
also featured frequent trips into
the umpire's comfort zone. After
it was all said and done, UCF
pitching coach Mike Maack was
tossed from the game in the bottom of the seventh.
The. same bats that were
quiet during the Miami game were
quite hostile.and rude in previous
match ups.
The first game of the tourby JASON SWANCEY
nament
saw UCF crush the GeorSports editor
gia Bulldogs 10-5 Friday night.
KISSIMMEE- "Strike" is The game also saw UCF swip~ an
the prevalen.t word around base- incredible eight bases. For UCF,
ball circles. Last Saturday night, it was sophomore Adam Johnson
it was a word that Golden Knights' (.563 average) corning up with the
crucial hits. Johnson was 5-for-5
batters heard all too often.
The Miami Hurricanes. onthedaywithtworunsbattedin.
"After the third hit, I felt
handed the Golden Knights their
first defeat of the Olive Garden likelcouldn'tgowrong," Johnson
Classic, shutting them out 6-0 in said.
And it was Steve Golden
front of the largest cro.wd in Olive
picking
up the win for UCF. He
Garden history. The Canes junior,
went
6
2/3 allowing only one
righty Jason Adge, tossed the rock
earned
run
with six strikeouts .
. flawlessly against UCF, striking
"Our
team just stayed toout 10 while allowing no walks.
gether
and
made
big plays on the
At one point, the junior college
field,"
Golden
said.
transfer sat down five Golden
For their · second game
Knights consecutively.
against
North Carolina, it was lefty
It w~s Time Riegert who
ace
Jay
Veniard on the hill. He
w·as tagged with the loss for the
Golden Knights. He allowed five
see QUVE, page 11
hits and four earned runs in 3 2/3

bled by Chad
.Sheffer and Adam
Johnson, the Golden
Knights take their
first two games by a
combined score of
21-1 Othis weekend.

photo/SOLARES

Billy Bechtol was starting atthe "Hot Corner" throughout
the Olive Garden Classic for the Golden Knights. They
eventually lost the championship t9 the University of Miami.

by MIKE WHITE
Staff writer

photo/SOLARES

The Golden Knights ladies basketball team hopes their solid
conference play continues through the TAAC tourney.

UCF women split at home
with Mercer and GSU
by DANIELLE FERNEZ
Staff writer

With the regular season
corning to a close and the Golden
Knights heading into the TransArnerica Athletic Conference
Tournament, the UCF women's
basketball team invited two of their
TAAC rivals, Mercer University
and Georgia State University, to
the UCF Arena for two key
match ups.
On Feb. 9, the Golden

Knights defeated Mercer University, 64-56, in front of the home
crowd at the UCF Arena.
Tamika Coley and Gylanda
Henderson led the way, scoring
22 and 21 points respectively.
Coley also pulled down nine
rebounds, six defensively, and
Henderson and Priscilla Smith
each pulled down six rebounds.
"Mercer was not the easiest
but not the hardest team to beat.

aee SPLIT, page 11

Led by guard Darryl Davis,
who scored 24 points, the Golden
Knights' basketba11 team beat Centenary, 82-77, Saturday night, bringing
their conference record to 5-8 and
their overall record to 8-14.
.Davis has rebounded from a
poor start to become a scoring threat
once again. He went 10of14 from the
field, and his clutch 3-point shot late in
the game put the Knights ahead for
good. Davis also had a good night on
the glass, snatching 6 rebounds. His
play drew praise from point guard
Patrick Butts.
"A big time positive," Butts
said-referring to Davis' performance.
''When Darryl is scoring like he can
score, we are difficult to beat."
The Golden Knights led 40-37
at halftime but could not take control
ofthe game in the second halflike they
did when they played Centenary last
week. Still, the team played good
defense in thefina1 minutesandhitkey
free throws in crunch time to come up
with the victory.
''We made some big defensive
stops to win the game," Butts said.
The Knights shot the ball well
after a dismal gameagainstFIU. They
shot 55 percent from the field and hit
15 of 19 free throw attempts.

But more impressive was the
Knights' defensive effort. UCF held
Centenary to just 36 percent field goal
shooting and made the stops it had to
make to win. The Knights held the
Gents, a team that loves to shoot the 3ba11, to 7 of26 from 3-point land.
Senior standouts Ochiel Swaby
and Butts scored 17 points and 18
points respectively. Swaby a1sodished
out 6 assists, tying his career high in
the category. Buns went 3 of7 from
beyond the arc, sustaining his position
asoneofthetop3-pointshootersinthe
TAAC.
UCF controlled the boards.
Forward Howard Porter seized nine
rebounds, and center Chuck Roberts
grabbed seven. Overa11, UCF had 41
rebounds to 34 for the Gents.
Every aspect of the game did
not go well, though. The Knights did
not take care of the basketba11, turning
it over 22 times while only forcing 11
turnovers from the Gents.
''It wasn't their defense," Butts
said. ''It was a11 us. We tried to create
a little too much."
It was the second time in less
that a week that the Knights have
beaten the Gents. Last Monday, UCF
beat Centenary, 101-92, at the UCF
Arena, ending the team's 3-game losing streak and raising its confidence
level.
After losing at Florida International University, 84-61, Thursday, it
seems that Centenary may have once
again put UCF on the right track.
'1 think we're at a pretty good
point right now," Butts said. "I think
om momentum is going in the right
direction.''

